Three-Dimensional Numerical Simulations of Pulsatile Blood Flow in the Mouse Aortic Arch around Atherosclerotic Plaques
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Abstract

Atherosclerotic plaques develop at particular sites in the arterial tree, and this regional localisation depends largely on hemodynamic parameters (such as wall shear stress; WSS) as described in the literature. Plaque rupture can result in heart attack or stroke and hence understanding the development and vulnerability of atherosclerotic plaques is critically important. The purpose of this study is to characterise the hemodynamics of blood flow in the mouse aortic arch using numerical modelling. The geometries are digitalised from synchrotron imaging and realistic pulsatile blood flow is considered. In addition, this project seeks to validate a numerical approach that is adaptable to fluid structure interaction methods. Two cases are considered: arteries with and without plaque. The time-averaged WSS distribution in the absence of plaque is qualitatively similar to other results presented in the literature. The presence of plaque was shown to alter the blood flow and hence WSS distribution, with regions of localised high WSS on the wall of the brachiocephalic artery where luminal narrowing is most pronounced.

Introduction

Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease of the arterial wall involving lipid deposition and oxidation, leukocyte infiltration, smooth muscle cell migration and extracellular matrix production [3,15]. The lipids form the core of the atherosclerotic plaque, whilst the smooth muscle cells and extracellular matrix produce an overlying fibrous cap.

Plaques develop at particular sites in the arterial tree and it is widely accepted that this localisation is driven by hemodynamic features. In particular, plaques are found on the inner curvatures of arteries characterised by low wall shear stress (WSS) (unidirectional WSS with a low time average) and near bifurcations where oscillatory WSS (bi-directional WSS with a low time average) has been observed [4].

Regions of low WSS have been found to be associated with atherosclerosis development in numerous in vivo and numerical studies [7,10,17]. Low WSS has also been linked with biological changes that contribute to plaque growth including up-regulation of adhesion molecules that attract leukocytes, and growth factors that promote the migration and proliferation of smooth muscle cells [3]. Other hemodynamic parameters also play a role, with a laser Doppler volcimetry study revealing atherosclerosis development is enhanced in regions of oscillatory WSS [12]. Numerical simulations also correlate high oscillatory shear index (OSI) with regions prone to atherosclerosis development [10]. However, a recent numerical study claims plaque formation does not uniquely associate with low or oscillatory WSS [20]. Several studies suggest a possible role of wall shear stress gradient (WSSG) in atherosclerosis development [5,13]. Therefore whilst atherosclerosis development is associated with disturbed flow, the exact contributions of various hemodynamic features are still under debate.

As plaques develop, they may cause luminal narrowing, leading to a reduction in vessel volume, or undergo expansive remodelling to maintain lumen diameter [17]. Computational fluid studies suggest plaques can alter the pressure and velocity gradients, and this may contribute to plaque progression and vulnerability [2]. Since most computational studies have been conducted in healthy arteries, the influence of plaque on blood flow requires further investigation.

Rupture of the fibrous cap can induce thrombus formation on the plaque surface and can result in myocardial infarction or stroke. Plaque vulnerability depends on the fibrous cap thickness [1], in addition to luminal remodelling and blood hemodynamics. Regions of high WSS may be associated with plaque rupture [8]. However, structural stresses are thought to play a more dominant role, being several orders of magnitude higher than the WSS induced by blood flow [16]. Tang et al. [18] associated fibrous cap disruption with regions of high structural stresses, whilst other studies have identified high principal stresses on the shoulder regions of the fibrous cap [11]. Most biomechanical models of plaque vulnerability are based on the theory that plaque rupture will occur when the tissue stress reaches a threshold [16].

The purpose of this study is to investigate the hemodynamics of blood flow through the mouse aortic arch with and without plaques. The focus is to improve understanding of plaque development and vulnerability in realistic geometry and provide insight into the influence of plaque on hemodynamics. Furthermore, this paper seeks to validate a numerical approach that is adaptable to the implementation of fluid structure interaction (FSI) methods.

Model Description

Animal Preparation

An Apolipoprotein E knockout (ApoE−/−) mouse model was used as a model of spontaneous atherosclerosis development. Wild type C57/B6 mice were used as controls since mice do not...
naturally develop atherosclerosis. Mice were fed with a high fat diet (21% fat; 0.15% cholesterol). Adult mice were given a terminal dose of anaesthetic and blood was cleared from the vasculature by transcardial perfusion with heparinised saline. Karnofsky’s fluid (2% glutaraldehyde + 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) was then used to perfusion fix the tissue, preserving vessel morphology. Following dissection and dehydration through graded butanol, the tissues were embedded in paraffin.

**Vessel Geometry**

The mice aortas were imaged by micro-computed tomography (µ-CT). This employs 15keV monochromatic synchrotron X-rays (PSI, Swiss Light Source synchrotron, Switzerland) that are detected by a CCD detector. The µ-CT data was reconstructed into two-dimensional (2D) vessel slices using the program X-TRACT developed at the CSIRO [9] (http://www.tg-imaging.net/Services/AppInfo/X-TRACT.aspx), which employs the Paganin algorithm [14]. Image reconstruction and segmentation of the vessel wall, plaque and lumen was conducted in the software AVIZO (figure 1). The geometry was compared with histological data (obtained by staining 5µm cross sections of the aorta with Masson’s Trichrome) to verify plaques were well defined. The vessel lumen (fluid compartment) was imported into ICEM CFD, where the ends of the vessel were extended to ensure flow is fully developed at the vessel outlets.

Figure 1: (a) Reconstructed mouse aortic arch. (b) Half of the mouse aortic arch revealing the atherosclerotic plaque (red) on the vessel wall (blue).

**Mesh**

Meshing was conducted in the program ICEM CFD. A structured hexahedral mesh was produced using blocking and O-grid techniques. These techniques allow the mesh density to be tightly controlled, including the number and size of boundary layers, in addition to node distribution along the surface (figure 2). A structured approach will be crucial in future FSI simulations to ensure the convergence of the FSI methods (parallel work, not presented here, has been undertaken to check the convergence of FSI methods in a model of straight vessel).

**Boundary Conditions**

The imposed boundary conditions in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations have a significant influence on the numerical results, and thus accurately defining the boundary conditions is crucial. Velocity waveforms are frequently used as inlet boundary conditions, using scaling techniques to obtain realistic waveforms from measurements in unconscious animals [10,20]. Pressure profiles have also been employed as inlet conditions in a numerical study of the human aortic arch [21]. Outlet boundary conditions are commonly defined as a percentage of the inlet flow rate [6,20]; however, this assumes the flow distribution remains constant throughout the cardiac cycle. In this study, boundary conditions at the inlets and outlets will be defined based on redistributed oscillating volumetric flow rates, as described by Trachet et al. [19]. These flow rates are based on ultrasound measurements at the inlets and outlets that are redistributed to satisfy on the rigid wall assumption. This approach is thought to be more accurate than the use of percentage flow rates. Fourier series was used to obtain equations of the flow rates from the data in Trachet et al. [19] (figure 3). A heart rate of 600 beats per minute was assumed. Walls were modelled as rigid with a no slip boundary condition.

Figure 2: (a) Hexahedral mesh for aortic arch with plaque. (b) Close up of mesh at inlet showing boundary layers generated by O-grid. (c) Close-up of mesh at branch points. In each image, the green colour corresponds to the geometry obtained by µ-CT and the blue corresponds to the extensions.

**CFD Simulations**

Numerical modelling was performed in ANSYS CFX. The Navier-Stokes equations were solved using the element based finite volume method. Blood was considered Newtonian, with a density and dynamic viscosity of $1060\text{kg/m}^3$ and $0.004\text{Pa.s}$, respectively [6,19]. The calculation of the time evolution of the solution was conducted for three cycles (0.3s), with a timestep of 0.001s.
Results

The time-averaged WSS distribution for vessel without plaque is presented in figure 4. The figure demonstrates a region of low WSS on the inner curvature of the aortic arch, where plaque formation is characteristically observed. There is also a noticeable region of local high WSS on the downstream surface of the brachiocephalic artery (BCA). This WSS distribution is qualitatively similar to the results presented in Trachet et al. [19]. The order of magnitude obtained in this study is also similar to that presented in Trachet et al. [19]; however the WSS values are slightly larger for the present study (maximum time-averaged WSS for the present study is 10Pa, whilst maximum time-averaged WSS in Trachet et al. [19] is 8Pa). This can be explained by the difference in geometry dimensions; on average the branch diameters of the geometry used in Trachet et al. [19] are 1.3 times larger than the diameters corresponding to vessel without plaque used in the present study. In addition, the local regions of high WSS on the downstream sides of the first two branches (shown by arrows in Figure 4) are qualitatively similar to those presented in Huo et al. [10].

Figure 4: Time average WSS distribution on the artery wall for vessel without plaque. The arrows indicate regions of local high WSS on the downstream side of the first two branches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>BCA</th>
<th>LCC</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>DA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vessel without plaque</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel with plaque</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Equivalent diameters of the ascending aorta (AA), brachiocephalic artery (BCA), left common carotid artery (LCC), left subclavian artery (LS) and descending aorta (DA). The diameters were measured at the end of each branch for vessels with and without plaque.

The presence of plaque was found to alter the time-averaged WSS distribution on the vessel wall (Figure 5). In particular, there is a region of low WSS on the downstream side of the main aortic plaque, indicated by an arrow in the figure. This region of low WSS could contribute to plaque progression, leading to enlargement of the existing atherosclerotic plaque. In addition, the magnitude of the highest WSS is increased significantly, and the position of local high WSS is altered. The plaque causes significant narrowing of the brachiocephalic artery, as shown by the vessel cross section in figure 1(b) and the branch diameters for vessel with and without plaque in table 1. The high WSS is located on the upstream face of the brachiocephalic artery, corresponding to the site of maximal luminal narrowing. The WSS distribution on the brachiocephalic branch at different stages throughout the cardiac cycle is shown in figure 5. This highlights the variation in WSS that occurs throughout the cardiac cycle, in addition to the variation induced by the presence of the plaque.

Figure 5: Time average WSS distribution on the artery wall for vessel with plaque. The arrow indicates a region of low WSS on the downstream side of the main aortic plaque.

Several studies suggest plaque rupture may be associated with high WSS [8,18], and hence the local maximum of WSS on the surface of the brachiocephalic plaque could contribute to plaque rupture. Furthermore, it has been proposed by Vengrenyuk et al. [22] that the brachiocephalic plaque resembles human vulnerable plaque, whilst plaques on the aortic arch resemble stable lesions. However, these findings were based on studies of peak and circumferential stress rather than WSS. It is likely that structural stresses are a more important indicator for predicting plaque rupture [16]. Such structural stresses will be investigated in future FSI simulations.

Figure 6: WSS distribution on the brachiocephalic artery at four stages during the cardiac cycle as indicated on the volumetric flow rate diagram (iii); (a) systolic acceleration, (b) peak systole and (c & d) systolic deceleration. The vessel without plaque is presented above (i), and the vessel with plaque in the lower part of the figure (ii).
Conclusions

Given the limited numerical data on blood hemodynamics in the presence of atherosclerosis, the main goal of this study was to develop methods for modelling pulsatile blood flow in an artery with plaque. The WSS results in the absence of plaque are qualitatively similar to those presented in the literature. The presence of plaque was found to increase WSS significantly, particularly in regions with large luminal narrowing, such as the brachiocephalic artery. The local change in flow observed due to the presence of the plaque could have a large impact on the structural behaviour when deformable walls are taken into account in future FSI simulations.
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